
Regional General

Comms that hydrogen

is on it's way

Area specific

comms (available

through a variety

of channels)

Household

specific comms

Assess

circumstances

Assess Technical

Requirements

Impact assessment - what harm

could be caused by any

associated disruption. E.g.

street disruption, have to park

further from their home, or

visitors (carers) may struggle to

access. Will they need financial

support, or equipment to be

adapted for any usability

needs  

What level of community

support is available? e.g.

can they access hot

water/hot food elsewhere

e.g. public showers, food

delivery

Location specific conditions

support are captured e.g.

are they on the 5th floor of

a building or live at the

bottom of a hill - so may

struggle to leave their

home to access some types

of support

Y

N

Y

Understand 

communications

(reading, discussing,

listening etc)

Prepare engagement

plan - how to

communicate with area

Evaluate whether

customer should

nominate a 3rd party to

act as decision maker 

- if yes, register on PSR

Access property - add to

PSR if unknown

vulnerability identified 

Communication

issues (Y/N)

Customer

decision on

appliance/

install

choices

Review appliance

changes required

Appliance can

be adapted in

situ - 2-4 hours

off 

Appliance must be

removed from

property for

adaptation

Appliance

cannot be

adapted and

must be

replaced

High

dependency care

needs? (i.e. can

they be without

heating at all?)

Trip/in

home

accident -

high risk

Appropriate model

identified to be

loaned, or other

mitigatory measure

taken e.g. taken to

hotel

Y

N

Installation works

complete (pre-switch)

Appropriate model

identified and

provided or other

mitigatory measure

taken e.g. taken to

hotel

Y

Agree to required

temporary model to

suits needs for interim

Communication

issues (Y/N)

Comms prepared in

accessible format

N

Y

Purge Gas
Re-

connect

Decision

making

impairment?

(Y/N)

Follow Up: Safety

check, make good

works, remove any

equipment loaned

for redeploy

Nominated representative

contacted (to arrange visit/

discuss steps)

Y

Emergency support

measures on standby  -

in case someone is only

identified as vulnerable

after switch off

Sign off

works

Inform landlord if

property rented/items

not owned

Enable access to

property to disconnect

gas

Communicate survey

findings. What work is

required (appliances

metering, pipework)?,

how many times do they

need access to the

house?, what support will

be offered?

Support

measures

provided until

resolved

Shut off gas

Check in - ensure

no issues have

been overlooked

Appliances

reviewed

Meters,

pipework

assessed

Access

property

Landlord decision

point also required

if property is rented

- co-agreement may

be required for

some measures 

Community

support hubs

deployed

Final

appliances

changes

Order measures and

ensure workforce is

ready to deploy new

installation

Prep work -

meter

change,

pipework

upgrade,

ventilation,

h2 alarm? 

Decision

needed for

each gas

appliance in

property

Safety check

Carers, support

workers notified to

provide support as

necessary

Decision

making

impairment?

(Y/N)
N

Nominated

representative

decision on

install/appliance

choices
Y

Comms prepared in

accessible format

Mobility issue

(need

someone else

to support)

N

Contact

nominated

representative to

arrange access

Y

N

2 years before hand 1 Year 2 - 6 months A few weeks 1 - 5 days before On the day
Time

Step

User 

action

WWU

Action

Up to 1 week after up to a fortnight after

N

Y

Capture if customer has

vulnerability - register on

PSR

Comms prepared

in accessible

format

Decision

making

impairment?

(Y/N)

Mobility issue

(need

someone else

to support)

Allow access for survey

Nominated

representative

contacted (to arrange

visit/explain works).

This could be a carer,

social worker, local

authority, charity etc

N

Different tiers of

support possible e.g.

help vulnerable person

to  make decision vs

make decision on their

behalf 

Site Survey+

Home Survey and

appliance Survey

Appliance is

unsafe and

must be

condemned

Alteration

can be

done in situ

Appliance is

incompatible

& must be

replaced

Appliance will

have to be

adapted off

site

Notification of

appliance/install

choices (if some

appliances are

not compatible 

Vulnerability 

ID Point

Notification of

shut down (made

available through

variety of

channels

Notification of

additional appliance

works required (if

any) and when likely

to occur

Communicate if

unexpected issues

arise

Deploy local support

measures

Communication

issues (Y/N)

Take action to join

priority register - where

relevant

Action if not comms not

understood - call

centre, request a visit,

video chat, on-line chat

box

Action: Approve site

visit (in principle)

Understand

communication,

listening, reading,

viewing to appliance

survey.

Action if not

understood - call

centre, request a visit,

video chat, on-line chat

box

Accept appliance

changes required, or

request alternatives

Agree access - ensure

someone can be home

Agree access for

shutdown and

changeover (in

principle)

Agree access - ensure

someone can be home

(set appointment)

Allow access for

installation of hydrogen

appliances

Action required for site

visit to switch

appliances for

hydrogen use (in

principle)

Agree access - ensure

someone can be home

Allow access for drop

off temporary measures

Agree to delivery of

temporary appliances

(including any training

to inform use)

Contact made for any

isues

Understand

communication,

listening, reading,

viewing to appliance

survey.

Allow access for

ignition and testing

Feedback any queries

or comments

Communication to

customer about

hydrogen coming and

what action they need to

take

Communication sent to

customer regarding

access to home for

appliance and meter

survey

Capture response

Organise access to

customer home, delivery

and training of support

package for outages 

Capture customer

information to action on

their appliance needs

Organise temporary

support package

Capture date and time for

WWU access to customer

home for installation

Install appliances that can

be converted to

hydrogen when switch

over occurs

Organise visit, time and

place with carer or not

Capture appliance, meter

and pipework

requirements.

Capture any PSR

requirements

Communicate output of

survey to customer in

appropriate format

Organise access to

customer home, for

appliance installation,

meters and pipework

Including works

order to supplier for

package and pick

and delivery to

customer

Check appliances work

and re-conect gas and

ignite and check boiler

Communicate switch off

and switch over to

hydrogen

Works order -

Notify

engineers, pick

up appliances,

pipework and

meters

Capture date and time for

WWU access to customer

home for switch off and

purge

Access customer home

for switch off and purge

Check appliances work

and re-conect gas and

ignite and check boiler

Including retrieval

of "support

package" for reuse

e.g. portable

radiators etc

Capture feedback.

Feed into next

phase of works

Access

customer

home for

switch on and

checks

Ensure necessary

permissions are captured

Services

WWU has a process to

support customers if

appliances are identified as

unsafe - this however will

need to be upscaled/

improved to support

significantly higher customer

numbers 

Review end to

end process.

Iterate and

refine based

on learnings

Make sure support

staff/carer available, if

necessary, for each of

the above steps

where access to home

is required

Input into PSR

Priority

services

register

Make services

aware of

switchover -

regular updates

PSR service is

updated 

Community

groups

current groups - Warm

Homes Wales, Energy

Saving Trust Mind,

Alzheimer's UK,  Hafel,

Dementia pathfinders,

Dementia support

service, Gofal Cymru

Vulnerability 

ID Point

Input into PSR

PSR service is

updated 

Vulnerability 

ID Point

Input into PSR

PSR service is

updated 

Vulnerability 

ID Point

Input into PSR

PSR service is

updated 

Vulnerability 

ID Point

Input into PSR

PSR service is

updated 

Input into PSR

PSR service is

updated 

Vulnerability 

ID Point

Vulnerability 

ID Point

Input into PSR

PSR service is

updated 

Vulnerability 

ID Point

Input into PSR

PSR service is

updated 

Vulnerability 

ID Point

Input into PSR

PSR service is

updated 

Communication Survey Preparation Shut off After care

WWU have an app

which they can use to

capture if a customer is

vulnerable This will lead

to them being added to

PSR

Community

groups 

Service

WWU will need to

develop a way to

track vulnerable

households who do

not want to go on

the PSR

WWU Action

User action

Vulnerability capture

point

Step

Review residents with

known vulnerabilities

(engage with local

community groups for

more complete data set,

and to advise on

approch) 

Efforts need to be

taken to improve the

quality and

completeness of data

held on PSR (as it will

be key to switchover

strategy)

Planned works

comms will need

repeating several

times as

conversion date

gets nearer

Emergency

measures on

standby - in case

safety check

indicates an issue

If level of disruption is

expected to be severe (e.g.

laying new pipework)

additional support may need

to be offered to vulnerable

customers e.g. a hotel room/

care home, pets put in

temporary boarding

Comment /

question

Even before

commencing switch

over process, a holistic

approach should be

deployed to identify as

many vulnerable

customers as possible 

Local

emergency

services

Community groups

engagement to improve

identification of people with

communication needs and

decision support, This is

already being done, but the

volume of customers affected

will increase dramatically and

therefore extra resource will be

required

Vulnerability

support point

Supportive

measures

H2 alarm not

necessary for most,

but those with

sensory impairment

(e.g. loss of smell)

may benefit 

Specific appliance out of

service needs to be

considered i.e. no cooker

for a couple hours (whilst

being adapted) is less of

an issue than no boiler

Local

emergency

services

Notify of

planned date for

switchover

outage 

Community

groups

Local

emergency

services

Confirm

disconnect and

inform planned

reconnection

date

Community

groups

Local

emergency

services

Confirm

successful

reconnection 

Community

groups 

Make sure support

staff/carer available, if

necessary, for each of

the above steps

where access to home

is required

Community

groups 

Make sure support

staff/carer available, if

necessary, for each of

the above steps

where access to home

is required

Community

groups 

Start to use

previous

appliances (that

have been

adapted)

If appliance cant be

adapted on site then an

additional visit is

required (via 3rd party,

in accessible format if

needed)

Check in my be

needed after a

longer period to

ensure people are

able to use new

appliances etc

Permission to gain

access, communicated

in suitable format &

arrange visit with 3rd

part if there are

mobility issues

Local business,

council, services

operating locally

(bin collection

etc)

Local business,

council, services

operating locally

(bin collection etc)

Decision on whether

want h2 could be

captured here - another

choice could be heat

pump for example Is h2 advised? It may be

the assessment concludes

an alternative to h2 is

more appropriate e.g. if

high disruption

Some pre-visit checks may be

required to ensure both the

safety of the assessor and that

they can access the necessary

parts of the property. Issues like

hoarding may mean access isn't 

possible

Note that some households

will not engage e.g.

substance abuse issues. A

process to bypass or gain

access to these properties

will be required

Use of Land

Registry data to

identify landlords

and absent

owners

A demonstrator

property with H2 could

be set up (perhaps

another with a heat

pump) that customers

could visit to help them

make a decision 

WWU have 'gifted'

appliances in the past but

on a larger scale may

want to look to pick up

where easy to do so and

to retest electrical safety

and issue on next phase /

project

Creation of

project in C4 SAP

system to track

customer contact,

status and needs

Specific call centre

number for H2 projects

with increased

resources - further ramp

up around interruption

periods

Other factors that may

impact support needs

e.g. are there pets that

that will need to be

boarded, do they work

from home

Some pre-visit checks may be

required to ensure both the

safety of the assessor and that

they can access the necessary

parts of the property. Issues like

hoarding may mean access isn't 

possible?

Support

measures

deployed

locally 

Ability to speak to

independent - if

not happy with

hydrogen

proposition

Complains

process required

if not happy with

some aspects of

the survey

Access

property

Findings will have to

be made through a

variety of channels,

phone call, letter,

email, doorstep visit 

If property is

rented, then

landlord also

contacted

N

Y

N
Mobility

issues?

Nominated

representative

contacted to agree

& arrange property

access (family

member, carer)

Check in is with

nominated 3rd

party is the

occupant has

mobility issues - to

ensure access

Independent

body needed

to field any

compaints

Neutral body

needed, if

residents wants

independent

advice

Demonstrator

properties

established

where

customers can

visit h2 home

Agree access - ensure

someone can be home

(set appointment)

If the occupant does vacate

their property for any time

during the conversion, they

should be advised to speak

with their home insurer to

make sure they are covered

This should include

explaining any

ongoing servicing

requirements to the

customer etc

Comms will have to

be dispatched

through a range of

channels, web, letter,

phone call, door

knock, community

Q&A session


